
JfJfP STATEMENT TO THE BBC CONSULTATION SURVEY 

  

PRAWER PLAN 

  

We would like to begin by expressing concern about the almost complete lack 

of BBC coverage of the proposed Prawer Plan to remove 40,000 Negev Bedouins 

from their ancestral villages and force them into townships similar to 

those of apartheid South Africa. The Prawer Plan passed its first reading 

earlier this year and its second reading has been imminent.  It was only on 

Thursday  

December 12th 2013 (ie yesterday) that it was announced that the Prawer 

Plan is to be shelved or postponed. Yet the BBC's obliviousness to this 

urgent issue was made egregious in an item on Woman's Hour on November 29th, 

in which a Bedouin woman, Amel Elsana, was interviewed for ten minutes 

about her community activism and struggle for equality and yet no mention 

at all was made of the Prawer Plan! 

  

GAZA WATER CRISIS 

  

There has also been very little on the BBC about the terrible water crisis 

in Gaza. To quote from a JfJfP statement that we have just put out on our 

website: 

  

"JfJfP deplores the horrifying water crisis in Gaza. We place the blame 

primarily on Israel for destroying Gaza’s water and sewage systems during 

Operation Cast Lead and Operation Pillar of Defense/Cloud and maintaining 

the blockade of Gaza, thus preventing reconstruction and the import of 

sufficient supplies of oil to power the electricity, water and sewage 

systems. Untreated sewage is flooding into the streets of Gaza. 

  

The only source of water that Gaza’s 1.6 million Palestinians are able to 

access is the underground water aquifer, which is being over-used by Gazans 



and further depleted by Israel’s abstraction of water from the springs that 

replenish the aquifer. Because of the infrastructure breakdown, the aquifer 

is highly contaminated with sea water and untreated sewage. According to 

the UN, if the situation continues, Gaza’s aquifer will become unusable by 

2016 and irreversibly damaged by 2020." 

  

Surely this is a subject worth major coverage by the BBC? 

  

  

BBC TRUST RULING ON JERUSALEM AS AN "ISRAELI CITY" 

  

We are very concerned about the ruling of the BBC Trust in response to a 

complaint by the Palestine Solidarity Campaign (PSC) about a reference on 

the Today programme to Jerusalem as an “Israeli city”.  After being advised 

by its senior editorial adviser, Leanne Buckle, the Trust wrote: "The 

adviser acknowledged that Israel's sovereignty over the whole of Jerusalem 

was not recognised under international law.  However, she considered that 

Israel had de facto control over the entire city in a political and 

administrative sense. She also noted that Jerusalem was administered as a 

single entity by the Jerusalem municipal authority which made no 

distinction between East and West."  The Trust's ruling was that, on this 

basis, there was no inaccuracy in saying that Jerusalem is an Israeli city. 

The BBC has argued that, in referring to Jerusalem in passing, there is no 

time to enter into the complexities of its status; but surely it wouldn't 

take much time to include references to "West" and "East" Jerusalem and 

make it clear that only West Jerusalem is Israeli and that East Jerusalem 

is occupied? 

  

"JERUSALEM: AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL MYSTERY STORY" AND FINAL PROGRAMME OF SIMON 

SCHAMA'S "THE STORY OF THE JEWS"  

  

We are also concerned about the removal from the schedule of the film by 

Ilan Ziv, "Jerusalem: an Archaeological Mystery Story", which questioned 

the usual historical narrative, and we signed a letter to the BBC 



protesting about this removal.  As a result of such protests, the film was 

finally shown on BBC4 on November 3rd, immediately followed - evidently for 

the sake of "balance" - by a discussion in which criticisms of the 

programme were put forward. We have no objections to this, but would like 

to point out that, in the last programme of his series "The Story of the 

Jews", Simon Schama was able to “make the moral case for Israel" as he 

himself put it, without any subsequent discussion querying his 

narrative.  Again we signed a letter of protest about this. 

  

CONCLUSION: THOMAS REPORT 

  

We do not accuse the BBC of deliberately planned and systematic bias but of 

fears of showing material that may provoke protest by the Zionist lobby, 

omission of crucial stories and a tendency to deficiency of context and 

background.  In general, we are in agreement with the little-known Thomas 

report of 2006, which put forward major criticisms of BBC coverage of 

Israel/Palestine - criticisms on which, unfortunately, the the BBC has not 

acted: 

  

    http://web.archive.org/web/20081121214610/http://www.bbcgovernorsarchiv

e.co.uk/docs/reviews/panel_report_final.txt 

  

In particular we would like to point out this paragraph - Section 6(d) 

which criticises the BBC for "reactive journalism", in particular "the 

failure to convey adequately the disparity in the Israeli and Palestinian 

experience, reflecting the fact that one side is in control and the other 

lives under occupation”: 

  

“reactive journalism, instead of a purposive effort to tell a complicated 

story in the round and to remedy the well attested incomprehension of the 

generality of viewers and listeners (incomprehension further evidenced in 

the research commissioned for this Review). One important feature of this 

is the failure to convey adequately the disparity in the Israeli and 

Palestinian experience, reflecting the fact that one side is in control and 

the other lives under occupation. Although this asymmetry does not 

http://web.archive.org/web/20081121214610/http:/www.bbcgovernorsarchive.co.uk/docs/reviews/panel_report_final.txt
http://web.archive.org/web/20081121214610/http:/www.bbcgovernorsarchive.co.uk/docs/reviews/panel_report_final.txt


necessarily bear on the relative merits of the two sides, it is so marked 

and important that coverage should succeed in this if in nothing else." 

  

  

     

 

  

 


